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From the Interlocking Tower

A

October 2018

nother year is coming to a close. As we look ahead to 2019, there will be plenty of
opportunities to fine tune your modeling expertise and develop new skills.

A major project will be rebuilding the Trains 4 Kids model railroad. This will be a perfect time
to develop new techniques and participate in various aspects of our hobby. Construction will
start with building the framework to support the layout. The next step will be installation of the
roadbed and track. This will be followed with wiring and other electrical work to control the
trains, plus operating accessories, and lighting for buildings. Scenery will be a major portion of
the rebuilding process. If you would like to learn new skills, there will be opportunities to take
part in the construction of a first class Trains 4 Kids model railroad.
We are also looking forward to special events and field trips to visit railroad sites, museums,
and other model railroads. We are also exploring the possibility of traveling to the Phoenix area to visit several model railroads. I am currently working on a trip to Promontory Point, Utah,
to celebrate the 150th Anniversary of the driving of the Golden Spike. Activities like this will
require careful planning and member support to make them successful.
Over the last couple of months several new members have joined NCMRS including Tony and
Leonard Barone, Jill and Nicolas Rivero, Jeremiah Lietke, John Koschwanez, and Bob
MacHale. To help our new members become engaged in club activities, I encourage you to
take the time to introduce yourself and welcome them to NCMRS. We are a friendly, open
minded club, and we want our new members to feel welcome. Please do your part to show
them around our facility.
NCMRS was well represented at the National Model Railroad Association Pacific Southwest
Region Conference held in San Diego in September. Pete Steinmetz conducted clinics on
battery powered locomotives as well as on weathering with Pan Pastels. Bob Kale held a clinic on decaling cars. Our open house and operating session with the convention attendees
were both well received. NCMRS also won the NMRA New Member Contest and received a
check for $250 which is a welcome donation to the club’s finances. Our thanks to Pete
Steinmetz for guiding us through the contest process and to our members who joined NMRA
during the contest period.
Your NCMRS board of directors and officers have some exciting plans for 2019 that will
include plenty of opportunity for every member to participate and have some fun. As more
members participate, NCMRS becomes more successful and enjoyable for everyone.
Have a great day,

Harold
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About the October cover photo

I

n anticipation of a 1984 corporate merger, the Southern Pacific (SP) and Santa
Fe (SF) Railroads toyed with some commemorative paint schemes. The two parties
agreed that the emerging railroad would be
identified as the SPSF.
The Santa Fe, which always gave more
attention to the image of its motive power
than Southern Pacific, developed and
partially implemented a bright red, yellow,
and black scheme. The design quickly
earned the nickname Kodachrome due to
the similarity to film boxes sold by Eastman
Kodak Co.
Large yellow block “SF” letters on the sides were positioned to allow “SP” to be added after the
merger was finalized. After months of dithering, the ICC declined to approve the merger and
the Santa Fe had no choice but to drop the scheme. A joke among railfans is that "SPSF" really stands for "Shouldn't Paint So Fast." (Moss E. Hulsey photo).

Timetable of Selected Events
NCMRS Events are in bold

October 6, Los Angeles Prototype Modelers Meet, Bellflower
October 6, San Jacinto Model RR Club visits NCMRS
October 13, NCMRS Fall Swap Meet
October 20, Roundhouse Gang Swap Meet, San Bernardino
October 27, NCMRS Business Meeting.
November 3, Heritage Park Festival, Chili Cook Off
November 10, Wedding (requested private access to trains 2 to 4 pm)
November 24, NCMRS Business Meeting
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Department Heads & Committee Chairs
Effective October 1, 2018

Decoder Pro and Track Test
Chaplin
Children’s Programs
E-bay Sales
Electronics/Electrical
ETC Team
Facility & Railroad Construction
Maintenance
Membership
Member Support (swag)
NMRA Liaison
Operating Sessions
Operation Lifesaver
Planning and Design
Program Chairman
Public Relations
Purchasing Control
Scenery
Semaphore Editor/Publisher
Semaphore Proof Reader
Signal Master
Swap Meet
Training
Trains4Kids
Trains4Kids Scheduling
Web Master

Leo Valley
Bill Pope
Laura Reese
Rich Blankinship
Nick Ruddick
Tom Ashton, Chris Davis
Harold Helland
Bob Kale, Kevin Harper
Jim Gillie, Lynn Wagner
Rich Llewellyn
Pete Steinmetz
Rich Blankinship, Jim Gillie
Laura Reese
David Ford
Pete Steinmetz, Dick Bale
Dick Bale
Rich Blankinship
David Ford, Eddie Perez
Dick Bale
Sue Ruddick
John Burrow
Rich Llewellyn
Rick Keefer
John Castaneda, Jim Gillie, Laura Reese
Laura Reese
Nick Ruddick

NCMRS 2018 Board and Officers
Nick Ruddick, Chairman/CEO
Dick Bale, Director
John Burrow, CFO/Director

Harold Helland, President
Rich Llewellyn, Vice President
Rich Blankinship, Treasurer
Jim Gillie, Secretary
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Oceanside’s Heritage Village Park, home of North County Model Railroad Society
North County Model Railroad Society

Annual Membership Roster
As of October 1, 2018

Alex Aarhus
Dale Aarhus
Tom Ashton
Richard Bale
Tony Barone
Robert Behm
Rich Blankinship
John Burrow
Jack Byers
John Castaneda
Wyatt Critz
Chris Davis
David Edwards
David Ford
Nate Fury
Norman Fury
Jim Gillie
Burton Gray
Vincent Harkiewicz
Kevin Harper

Bobken Hartunian*
Mark Hartunian
Harold Helland
Bill Jones
Bob Kale
Richard Keefer
Joe Kirkpatrick
Terry Kirkpatrick
John Koschwanez
Jeremiah Lietke
Richard Llewellyn
Ryan Llewellyn
Ben Markowitz*
Moira Markowitz
Sean Martin
Andy Mathias
Raub Mathias
Jeff McClain
Frank Mikulka
Eddie Perez

William Pope
Robert Redd
Laura Reese
Jill Rivero
Nicolas Rivero*
Nick Ruddick
Ryan Sakow
Jim Santo
Russell Smith
Pete Steinmetz
Bruce Sutherland
Leo Valley
Anthony Vasiento
John Vasiento
Cheyne Wagner*
Lynn Wagner
Jeff Warner.
* Youth member

A detailed membership directory is available at ncmrs.com
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PSR Convention Report
By Pete Steinmetz

The Pacific Southwest Region (PSR) of the
National Model Railroad Association
(NMRA) held its 2018 Convention in San
Diego on September 12 through 16. The
event was hosted by PSR’s San Diego
Division at the Marriott Courtyard Hotel,
595 Hotel Circle South, Mission Valley.

T

he NMRA PSR Convention concluded successfully. NCMRS was well represent during
the convention with an invitational operating session and a layout tour. From reports the
visitors liked the layout and our members. The number of visitors was limited since Oceanside
is on the outer radius of the convention. Clinics are a popular component of conventions and
NCMRS was recognized there as well. Bob Kale did a well-attended and reviewed clinic on
Decals. I hosted a clinic on Weathering and one on Battery Powered Radio Control of model
trains.
PSR conducted a year-long NMRA membership drive and contest. NCMRS won the prize for
having signed up six new NMRA members. I was pleased to present a check to club president
Harold Helland for $250.00 at the PSR Convention banquet awards ceremony. Since we didn’t
get a photo at the banquet, we decided to
recreate the presentation in front of the
Helix. Thank you to all the NCMRS members that joined the NMRA during the last
year. They include Bill Pope, Dick Bale,
Laura Reese, Bill Jones, Russ Smith, and
my friend Steve Sidensticker.
The 2019 NMRA National Convention will
be held in Salt Lake City with many modelers from Southern California planning to
attend. The host committee is a very active
group with many outstanding model builders. Lots of activities are planned including
daily trips to the Golden Spike Monument
at Promontory Point. There are some excellent layouts on their tour. Many fine clinics are planned. There is a discounted early-bird registration in effect now. Prices will
go up. I’ve placed some convention brochures in the NCMRS train room. Please check with me
if you have any questions about PSR or about the national convention in Salt Lake City. The
National Train Show will be held in SLC in conjunction with the NMRA convention.
7
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Additional PSR Convention Report
By Bob Chaparro

N

early 140 people attended the Pacific Southwest Region/NMRA annual convention in San
Diego. If you were not one of them then you did miss some good model railroad activities.
There was a good assortment of layouts, operating sessions, large silent and hobo auctions
and a so-so swap meet. The swap meet depended on vendors showing up and not too many
did. There was a very nice reception on opening night at the San Diego Railroad Museum, a
good Hobo Breakfast and a fine banquet.
The contest models were well done and there were several modular layouts on site at the hotel. I
didn't attend any of the prototype tours so I can't comment on these. Ken Clark set-up an elaborate
station for testing locomotives and dispensing good suggestions for improving their performance.
A real strength of most regional NMRA conventions are the clinics and this convention was no
exception. Note that there were more clinics than one could possibly attend so I had many fine
choices. None that I attended were duds, the presenters knew their material and presented a
lot of useful information. Here are the ones that really impressed me.
Dave Arendes demonstrated how to use a Cricut™ cutter to produce signs, painting masks,
mockups of structures and even whole structures.
Jeff Cauthen discussed various Southern Pacific business and private cars along with notes
and photos for modeling the cars.
Don Fowler took us on a nostalgic journey to the 1940s to visit the Pacific & Southwestern,
one of San Diego’s first HO model railroad clubs through recently discovered photos.
Ed Hall gave clinics on basic and advance airbrushing equipment, supplies and techniques.
Travis Handschug gave an incredible clinic and demonstration on modeling desert scenery
with simple materials.
Jeff Hermann demonstrated how to make several types of trees and then gave us the
materials to makes them ourselves.
Bob Kale showed us how simple it is to decal cars.
James Keena conducted a hands-on clinic on weathering rolling stock with Pan Pastels.
Retired ophthalmologist Doc Shaffer gave a great presentation on "Your Ageing Eyes" and
how to care for them, which was appropriate for most of those attending the convention.
Kevin Spady showed us how he achieves incredible landscape results using examples from
his On30 Pudding River Lumber Company modular layout. He also gave a presentation on
"Exploring On30 Modular Railroading".
Richard Wehr presented "The Ghosts of Gasoline Alley", which explored the evolution of the
American Gasoline Station from its start in the late 1880s up to today’s modern stations. He
presented examples of prototype stations as well as a variety of kits and scratch-built models.
Dead Rail guru Pete Steinmetz presented the latest information on radio controlled battery
powered model trains.
Bob Chaparro is the founder and moderator of Model Railroads of Southern California, a yahoo group that is
friendly, informative, and free. To check it out and/or join visit
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Model_Railroads_Of_Southern_California/
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PSR Convention Reports, continued
Among several clinics from Dana Zimmerli, I attended his excellent and up-to-date clinic on
3D printing. All of the information from the various clinics was practical and easy to translate
into action in one's workshop and modeling projects.

Chaplain’s Comments
By Bill Pope

B

ob Deatherage has been a member of the NCMRS since 2006. He
has been under the care of physicians for the past two and one half
years. I meet with him every week for at least an hour. He is in constant
pain in his right leg and hip due to numerous surgeries in those areas. His
health condition has confined him to a wheel chair. Bob (right) is currently
in the Vista Care Center in Vista CA He could use some words of encouragement from his club mates. Additionally, we want to recognize and
thank club members Leo Valley and Laura Reese for their dogmatic efforts to ensure that Bob receives the medical care
that he deserves. It has been an uphill battle with
the medical system, however, they have been successful in many areas
but their work is not yet finished. Without the help of Leo and Laura, Bob's
condition would continue to deteriorate.
Another long-time NCNRS member, Burton Gray (left), is now confined to
a wheel chair. Please keep both Bob and Burt in your prayers. I encourage all NCMRS members to take a few moments to give Bob Deatherage
(Telephone 760-936-0210) and Burton Gray (Telephone 760-722-6886) a
call. Thank you and God bless.

New Double Crossover

A

double crossover, recently installed at the throat of the San Diego Yard, now provides
additional options for operators entering and leaving Old Town and the SD Yard. As
seen from this drone photo, north bound trains from Old Town can now go to the lower Helix
bypass via Sierra Madre Junction. The double crossover was hand fashioned by Nick
Ruddick using a Fast Track fixture. Additional members of the installation team included
Harold Helland, and Rick Keefer.
9
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NCMRS Swap Meet Update
By Rich Llewellyn

W

e are pleased to report that PSR has scheduled a tour of the NCMRS layout for its

members on October 13, the same date as our Fall Swap Meet. This will bring lots of
active hobbyists to our event and increase buying and selling activities. Our Fall Swap Meet
will include all of the usual activities including another group of first class door prizes. The
Swap Meet is an important activity for NCMRS. In addition to raising development funds, the
event introduces our great club to visitors from all over Southern California. We will need lots of
volunteers to support the event so please contact me and get involved.
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Deadline Approaches for Resistor Wheelsets
Reported by John Burrow

B

y the end of October all trains must have a detectable car as the last vehicle. Trains longer
than Oceanside should have an additional detectable car in the middle of the train. A car
is already detectable if it has lighting or some other current consuming device like a Flashing
Light.
Any car, including a caboose, can be made detectable by
having two of the axles fitted with a resistor. Pete Steinmetz
has offered to provide a free service fitting resistors to wheelsets.
Resistors can be fitted only to wheels that have metal axles.
Suitable wheelsets with metal wheels and axles are offered
by several manufacturers including InterMountain, Bachmann, ExactRail, and Walthers. Availability is often limited. At
this writing, InterMountain 33-inch and 36-inch wheels with
steel axles are available at Arnie's. Resistors cannot be added to wheelsets with plastic axles or plastic wheels.
Wheelsets requiring the installation of resistors must be removed from the model and placed in a ziplock bag, with the
member’s name on it. Under the television in the Train
Master’s Office, there will be a box with two compartments,
labeled Needs Resistors and Resistors Added. Place
your ziplock bag in the compartment labeled Needs Resistors. The resistor wheels will be returned promptly, but not
instantly, as they will be done in batches. Wheels will be
returned in the original ziplock bag, in the compartment
labeled Resistors Added. The wheels can then be replaced, at opposite ends of the car, and the car can be test
run. Our thanks to Pete for volunteering to modify club
members wheelsets.
An informal survey will be carried out toward the end of October, and assistance will be offered
to anyone needing it. If you have any questions don’t hesitate to contact me. — John
The NCMRS Signal System detects the presence of trains in blocks and sets the signals accordingly. In order for the system to function properly, both the front and rear of a train must have a current
flow. Any powered locomotive takes care of the front end. The last car in a train must have a lighting system or resistive wheelsets to provide the proper input to the signal system.
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Throttle dedicated phone
By John Burrow

I

f you don’t already have a
phone to use as a throttle,
here’s an economical suggestion. It does everything except
make phone calls.
I purchased one of these, for use
on my home layout, earlier this
year. A new model has come out, the price came down, so I purchased a
second. Follow this link, then scroll down. https://www.amazon.com/s/
ref=nb_sb_noss_1?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=j3+luna+pro .
Let me know if you have any questions. John

2018 Annual NCMRS Family Picnic

T

he 2018 Annual NCMRS Family Picnic was held on Saturday, September 29 at beautiful
Heritage Village Park. The bill of fare, put together by picnic chair Pete Steinmetz, below,
included a variety of sandwiches, hobo beans, potato salad, cole slaw and a selection of soft
drinks. Capping the menu was a choice of cup cakes or sheet cake. Most NCMRS members
could not decide between the two deserts so they tried both.

12
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Terry Kirkpatrick held the winning raffle ticket for
a $25 Gift Certificate to Arnie’s Trains.

13
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Some Favorite Models

O

ne of David Ford’s favorite models is this N
scale Grain Elevator he scratchbuilt some
40 years ago. Inspiration came from an article in
Model Railroading Magazine about a real
grain elevator in Rutland, Iowa, not far from
where Dave grew up.
For the round storage bins Dave used PVC irrigation pipe, turned down to the correct diameter,
then wrapped them with rivet textured paper.
The building was fabricated from styrene sheet
stock then covered with Campbell corrugated
siding. Dave, (below left), used Grandt Line
doors and windows. Some of the roof top details
are from Alloy Forms Co.

A

mong Jim Santos’ favorite models is an HO scale Milwaukee Road GP9 diesel switcher
No. 217. Jim grew up in Milwaukee and before he was even in kindergarten he remembers his mother taking him down to the harbor district where lots of Milwaukee Road trains
were coming and going. One of the things that stuck in the four-year old’s memory was the
tilted Milwaukee Road herald —
just like the
one on
Jim’s No.
217. Jim’s
wife was
familiar
with
Heritage
Park and
in 2016 she suggested he check
out the model railroad club located there. Jim, above right, has
been a member of NCMRS ever
since.
14
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Things Don’t Just Happen On Their Own

Many good people work hard to keep NCMRS functioning.
Reported by Dick Bale

T

he North County Model Railroad Society is a smooth running organization. But it doesn’t
run itself. It takes lots of members quietly putting in hours of work to ensure that everything
is in working order and that when you put your train on the staging track at Escondido, the
track ahead of you is properly gauged, the turnouts work, the signals function, and you can
safely and confidently take your train out on the main line.
The next time you are in the main layout room, duck
under and take a look at all of the intricate wiring to the
track, turnouts, signals, lighting, and scenery. Most of
what you see is the work of Rick Keefer. Nick Ruddick
and John Burrow have done the design work but it is Rick
who has spent countless hours under the layout wiring up
the various systems. In addition to the installation
process, there is a constant need for maintenance to
keep everything humming.

We are all familiar with the financial reports our treasurer Rich
Blankinship presents at our monthly business meeting, but
most of us have no idea of the effort behind those reports. Rich
spends an inordinate amount of time collecting and maintain
accurate dues records, monitoring all of the department
budgets, paying all of the monthly bills on time, setting up eBay
sales expense and income, reimburse members for budgeted
expenses, balancing the NCMRS checking account, and dealing
with a dozen other financial matters.

NCMRS is well-known in the community for its Trains 4
Kids layout. Behind all of the happy children running
trains every Saturday is Laura Reese who spends an
enormous amount of time keeping things running and
developing a duty schedule for members to staff the
Saturday operation. Juggling names and personal
demands of members is a thankless task that Laura
handles with patience and understanding.

15
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Things Don’t Just Happen On Their Own, continued
The signal system at NCMRS is the work of John
Burrow. As a software engineer, John has spent
countless hours designing the system, which when
completed, will truly be a state-of-the-art system unparalleled in the hobby. It is a three team-member
project: design (John Burrow), installation (Rick Keefer),
and construction of the signals (Nick Ruddick).

NCMRS has a great looking facility, but it doesn’t clean
itself. Fifty members plus a wide range of visitors have a
way of tracking plenty of dirt into our building. Add that
the normal residue from scenery repair, wiring maintenance, and track cleaning and you have the need for
constant housekeeping. Bill Jones often sees the need
and never hesitates to man the vacuum cleaner and
keep our club house looking sharp.

The fact that hundreds of models run and interchange smoothly on the NCMRS layout is in no
small way due to the effort of Tom Ashton and
Chris Davis who run our ETC (Evaluation, Testing
& Certification) program. Every piece of equipment
used on our Op Sessions, as well as members’
personal equipment, is carefully measured and
checked for compliance with NCMRS mechanical
and electrical standards. It is a tedious, yet
important responsibility that helps keep Op
Sessions fun.
One of the things that makes NCMRS such a great club is that so many members are willing
to pitch in and participate in one way or another. If you spend most of your time running trains,
perhaps it is time to ask yourself how you can contribute in some way to the overall success of
NCMRS. Everyone has the ability to do something. Everyone has a talent. What’s yours?
16
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Railroad Prototype Modelers
By Dick Bale and Bill Schaumburg

A

group of Southern California modelers dedicated to
accurately recreating the prototype will conduct a meet
on October 6, in Bellflower. Prototype modelers consistently
present some of the finest museum-quality modeling extent.
One of the founders of the RPM and a principal promoter of
the movement, is Oceanside resident Joe D’Elia. Similar RPM
meets are held annually across the nation in such diverse
locations as Oakland, Central Ohio, New Jersey, Baltimore,
New England, Seattle, Florida, Pennsylvania, Chicago,
Colorado, and St. Louis. So, what is the RPM? Here is what
Bill Schaumburg, retired editor of Railroad Model Craftsman, had to say about it.
“Railroad Prototype Modelers (RPM) is not a group in the sense of a formal organization, or any
organization, but it is "organized," no officers or such, no members unless you decide you are one.
It generally applies to grass roots events that are conventions and conferences/meetings focused
on the idea of prototype-specific modeling.
While this idea has always been part of the hobby, more attention began to be given to it in the mid
-1980's in what has been called the "freight car movement." The community grew and folks got to
know one another, too, and, yes, it was a new generation. Back then, trying to represent actual car
types was becoming more important to more people, not for contest modeling, but for having more
accurate cars and locos on layouts. The hobby was maturing. We wanted to have what was between the loco and caboose to be as right as what was on the ends of a train. It did, and still can,
mean a fair bit of kitbashing combined with scratchbuilding, even to swapping roofs, kit ends, or,
commonly in HO back then, removing the toy train days' "claws" on sliding door boxcars, then splicing door pieces together to get the correct door height. Things like that.
Freight car history became more important, too, and research and articles and specialty publications fed this as we began to dig into archives and photos and really study things railroad. All this
had quite an effect, so now we do not have "just boxcars" or whatever, but all sorts of models that
copy cars from different railcar manufacturers. With the changes in model manufacturing, we now
have variations in ready to-run-diesel models that often match the appliances and details of
engines from different roads, or even details specific to a locomotive or class.
It is fair to say the modeling community drove the manufacturers to improve the accuracy, quality,
and variety of what was offered. The "these are just toys/how good does it have to be/you people
are too fussy" era was over. In many ways, most narrow gaugers are prototype-specific modelers-or can be. And yes, we each take it as far as we want. A lot can be said about this, but there are
"prototype meets" all over the country and the doors are always open. There is no membership,
one just goes. Do that. And bring some models along, or works in progress, too, and maybe a photo of the prototype and a short note telling what was done to the kit or whatever, car, loco or structure. There are no contests with point scores and judges, and the whole idea is to share our work.”

— Bill Schaumburg

I guarantee that any NCMRS member who attends the RPM In Bellflower will come away with
renewed enthusiasm about the “modeling” aspect of model railroading. For details go to
laapm.org — Dick Bale
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September Operating Session

J

im Gillie and Rich Blankinship set up a challenging Op Session held on September 15,
2018. The session was held in conjunction with the PSR Convention. An invitation to participate in the session was extended to convention attendees.

Participants included Terry Kirkpatrick, Harold Helland, Larry Colgan and his grandson, Dick
Bale, Nicolas Rivero, Anthony Vasiento, Alex Aarhus, Tony Barone, Leonard Barone, Bill
Jones, Wyatt Critz, Andy Mathias, Eddie Perez, Leo Valley, Bobken Hartumian, and Vince
Harkiewicz. Convention visitors handling a throttle included Steve Pepin from Dana Point. Rick
Keefer was on hand to deal with any control system problems.
18
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The aisles at NCMRS were crowded as some 20 operators ran 10 trains according to a carefully timed schedule.
Co-dispatchers Gille and Blankinship devoted hours of
planning to develop the complex schedule that resulted in
a fun afternoon. A good time was had by all.
19
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The case of the missing E
Reported by John Burrow

O

n a routine inspection of club assets, Nick Ruddick discovers that the letter E is missing from
the depot sign. The culprit must have been in a hurray since the ladder was left behind.

The missing E was found by Harold Helland who poses with it while Rick Keefer multitasks,
both holding the ladder and studying track diagrams. In defiance of OSHA regulations, to say
nothing of common sense, Harold climbs on the walkway roof and nails the E in place.

The Train Depot sign is fully restored. Next time we’ll remember to turn
the letter N the right way.
20
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“We’ve been workin’ on the railroad…”

A

♫ ♪♫

n untold amount of planning, construction hours, and talent has been invested in the development of the main layout at Oceanside’s North County Model Railroad Society. The work
that began in 2013 continues today. Meanwhile, here’s a look at some progress photos.

The double-track, multi-level Helix.

The yard at San Diego.

Temecula Canyon
21
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Old Town

Box Springs

Downtown San Diego
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Oceanside

San Luis Rey River and
Black’s Beach
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New Motive Power

ere is a look at some new locomotive models for railroads that served Southern California.
For more information on these and other new models check with your favorite hobby dealer and visit mrhmag.com and click on the news report.
3rd Rail Division of Sunset
Models is offering this
museum-quality model of an SP
switch engine in O scale. It is
handcrafted in Korea of brass
and replicates every detail of
the prototype. Only four are
available at $1500.00 each.

Rapido Trains is producing HO scale
models of all three types of RDC cars
including Santa Fe’s DC-191 as rebuilt
after the tragic derailment of 1956. The
prototype DC-191 is preserved at the
Orange Empire Museum in Perris.

Atlas has an N scale version of an Alco
VO-1000 diesel switcher decorated for several
different railroads including Southern Pacific.

Bowser Trains has released a Santa
Fe GE U25B diesel locomotive in HO
scale. Phase II versions with extended
walkway boxes, and an operating Pyle
Gyro light are available decorated for
Southern Pacific and Union Pacific.

InterMountain Railway has
EMD F3A diesel units decorated
in SP’s Black Widow scheme.
The HO scale model is available
with or without sound.
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The China Predicament

T

here has been considerable speculation about the sudden closing of Affa Technology, a
Chinese factory that has been the manufacturing partner for several brands of American
model railroad manufacturers. Many comments have painted a bleak picture about the future
of the affected brands and, by extension, the future of the hobby itself. Rather than repeating
negative speculation about something over which we have no control, perhaps we should see
if there is a bright side to this situation.
We can begin by asking the question: How much impact will the closing of one factory in
China have on me as a model railroad hobbyist? The short answer is, probably very little. The
long answer is that some hobbyists may have to wait an extra six months or more to get their
hands on a specific model they want. But the delay does not mean the sky is falling. On the
contrary, the delay offers an opportunity to explore new avenues of model railroading.
The hobby dealer(s) where you shop, whether a store front or an on-line service, undoubtedly
has a healthy supply of models on hand that you may have passed over. Many may be worthy
of a second look. Perhaps the model was decorated for a railroad you don’t follow, or the type
of car was of little interest to you. Take another look at those models with an open mind and
you may find something new to your liking.
Rather than wait and fret, use the time to assemble a couple of kits that have been gathering
dust on your shelf, or rebuild a model that you were never quite satisfied with. Strip, repaint,
and decal a model. For a challenging experience, hone your modeling skills by assembling
and decorating one or two resin kits.
Without question, the closure of Affa Technology will delay the release of some new products
from American Z, Atlas, Bluford, Bowser, Eastern Seaboard Models, ExactRail, Fox Valley,
InterMountain, Lionel, Wheels of Time, and possibly others to a lesser degree. However, it is
important to keep in mind that most of these same manufacturers, and their dealers, have an
ample selection of products already on hand.
The closure does not spell doom for the hobby. Far from it. It will be business as usual with
plenty of new products coming from Accurail, Athearn, Bachmann, Broadway Limited, Kato,
Con-Cor, Kadee, Micro-Trains, Rapido, ScaleTrains.com, Walthers, and others.
Business in China operates under an entirely different set of government regulations than we
are accustomed to in the U.S. While it may be difficult for an American firm to physically
retrieve its molds and other tooling from a Chinese subcontractor, moving tooling from one
factory to another within China is far less problematic. There are several qualified manufacturers in China that can and will pick up the slack, but it will take time to sort out and reestablish
production schedules. Meanwhile, model railroaders will have plenty of products to sustain
their hobby. — Richard Bale

The above comment is reprinted from the September edition of Model Railroad Hobbyist
magazine, which can be accessed free at mrhmag.com .
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NEWS & VIEWS IN ANONYMITY
Can’t help but be impressed with the
handcrafted double crossover Nick
Ruddick built for the lead into the San
Diego yard . That’s some real
modeling…
Welcome aboard to public transportation official Tom Frankum who has
joined NCMRS as a non-active supporter.
Good to know that someone involved in city
management will be monitoring NCMRS activities…
Is it just me or does anyone else think Op
Session participants should meet certain
minimums including age, height, and ability
to tell time...
Despite many man hours of effort on wheels
and rails, dirty track on the main layout
continues to be a problem. Perhaps it’s time
to take a hard look at traction tires…
All greeters are good, but some seem bent on
using train jargon that visitors can’t possibly
comprehend. Rick Keefer gets the OYM’s vote
as NCMRS’s best goodwill ambassador with
simple explanations that non-train types can
understand…
The look of the old shake wood shingles was
authentic, but the new composition replacements on the walkway will do a better job of
keeping things dry in future rain storm...
I’ll be using the profits from thinning my
inventory of unneeded models at NCMRS’s
Fall Swap Meet to expand my fleet of locos.
See you there on October 13…

Kudos to Pete Steinmetz who put together a
fun picnic for NCMRS members and their
families …
The Trains 4 Kids layout is overdue for
refurbishing. Options include a complete
rebuild, replacing T4K with an extension of
the club’s main layout, building a narrow
gauge branch line, or all of the above in some
sort of combination…
Walthers is having an October sale on Mainline Series streamline Santa Fe, Southern
Pacific, Union Pacific, and Amtrak Phase III
passenger cars, all for around twenty bucks
each. This may be hard to pass up...
NCMRS has some valuable and informative
reference books that could use some organizing. Anyone interested in becoming the club
librarian should talk to a board member…
Compared to other clubs, the NCMRS layout
is not particularly big, which causes me to
wonder if NCMRS is approaching the
maximum number of members the club can
physically accommodate…
Until next time...
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Timeline at the Oceanside Train Depot
Oceanside’s first railroad station
was built in 1887. The photo at
left is undated. By May 1931,
when the middle photo was
taken, the station had been
enlarged and painted in Santa
Fe’s standard depot color
scheme. The gingerbread detail
was lost when the building
received a new roof.

The photo at left is from
about 1943 and shows the
low concrete building on the
right that houses the new
CTC equipment. Note the
water standpipe on the far
right for servicing steam
locomotives.
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This modern stucco structure
replaced Oceanside’s original
depot in 1946. This may be a
builder’s photo since the CTC
building on the right has not
been painted to match the newer
building. The photo with the
Amtrak train is from the late
1970s.

Railroad Timeline at Oceanside
1880; California Southern Railroad begins construction
of rail line from National City to Oceanside.
1881; California Southern tracks reach Oceanside, then
turn east toward Colton via Fallbrook and
Temecula Canyon..
1883-84; Winter storm washes out tracks in Temecula
Canyon. Santa Fe Railway finances rebuild
and assumes control of California Southern.
1885 January 6; Operations resume through rebuilt
Temecula Canyon.
1885; Santa Fe builds classic Victorian depot at
Oceanside.
28

1885 November 29; Santa Fe introduced through
service from LA to San Diego via Colton,
Temecula and Oceanside.
1886; Santa Fe begins construction of the Surf Line
from Santa Ana to Oceanside.
1887; California Central Railroad Company builds a
branch line from Oceanside to Escondido.
1888 August 12; Surf Line completed between
Oceanside and Fullerton.
1915 January; Santa Fe open new depot at San Diego
1916; Storm washes out tracks between Temecula and
Oceanside. Tracks in Temecula
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The present North County Transit Center at Oceanside is not much more than a
small Amtrak office, a Burger King, and a covered breezeway.
Canyon are abandoned, line from Oceanside to
Fallbrook is rebuilt on higher ground.
1920s; Typically four passenger trains in each direction
pass through Oceanside daily.
1938 March 27; Diesel-powered streamliner San Diegan
introduced with two round-trips daily.
1938 August; Special train from LA to newly-opened
Del Mar Racetrack
1930s; Freight trains too heavy to make the 2% grade at
Linda Vista (Miramar) leave their excess
tonnage at Oceanside for pick-up the next day.
1940 June; Through sleeper service from San Diego to
the east coast is discontinued.
1941 June; Second Budd-built San Diegan is introduced,
powered by EMC E1s.
1943; CTC replaces train movement by cumbersome
timetable and written train orders.
1943; The number of trains operating through Oceanside
increased from an average of 15 per day in
1941 to an average of 42 in 1943
1946; Scheduled passenger service from Oceanside to
Escondido discontinued.
1946 December 7; Modern concrete depot replaces
Oceanside’s Victorian station.
1951; During the Korean War through sleeper from San
Diego to Washington D.C. introduced.
1951; Steam occasional assigned to second sections, Del
Mar Race specials, and Korean War troop
trains.
1952 May 21; RDC service between San Diego and LA
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inaugurated.
1953 August 23; last steam engine, 4-8-4 No. 3751,
leads Train 72-73 through Oceanside..
1954 June 6; through sleeper service to Washington
D.C. discontinued.
1956 January 22; San Diego bound RDC accident in LA
kills 30, injures 174.
1965; Passenger service to Fallbrook discontinued.
1971 May 1; Amtrak takes over operation of the nations
passenger trains including the San Diegan.
1976 January; Steam powered Freedom train stops for
water at Oceanside.
1978 February 14; El Camino commuter service
between San Diego and LA begins.
1978 August 12; El Camino discontinued.
1986; North County Transit Center replaces Santa Fe
depot built in 1946.
1987 October 29; Amtrak introduced push-pull
operation of the San Diegan.
1994; Service yard for Coaster equipment constructed at
Stuart Mesa.
1995 February 27; NCTD launches Coaster service
between Oceanside and San Diego.
2008 March 9; Sprinter commuter service inaugurated
between Oceanside Transit Center and
Escondido.
2009; Metrolink service from Oceanside to Orange
County and Los Angeles begins.
2017; Extended platform and third track installed at
Oceanside.

